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1 INTRODUCTION

A S with prose documents, spreadsheets, presentations, and
data in a database, XML documents also are changed

over time. Also, as with these other kinds of documents and
as with data in a database, users often would like to retain
past versions of XML documents, for several reasons. One,
those past versions may contain useful historical information.
Secondly, various laws such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act [1]
require that for data that appear in financial reports drawn
from prior versions, that those versions be retained for a
stated period of time. Third, retaining past versions allows
previously-written reports using that data to remain consistent,
even if new versions are subsequently added. With XML
becoming more prevalent as both a transmission encoding and
a document encoding format, it thus becomes important to
retain prior versions of an XML document. And indeed, a
rich literature on this subject has emerged [2].

Given the existence of such prior versions, one then can
ask, what of the various integrity constraints defined on that
document? How can such constraints be generalized to apply
not just to the current version, but across the entire history of
the XML document? And how can new, explicitly temporal
constraints be defined? Finally, how can all this be managed
effectively over schema changes, which are a fact of life in
complex enterprises?

As a motivating example, consider a simple scenario in
which a user specifies a conventional schema (Listing 1). The
root of this schema is the<company> entity. Under that,
there are<emps>, <products> and<suppliers>. The
<emp> element has the sub-elements<name> and<SSN>,
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and attributesID and email. An <order> is a sub-
element of<supplier>. Note that the schema includes car-
dinality constraints (e.g.,<minOccurs>, <maxOccurs>),
a uniqueness constraint (<unique>), and a referential in-
tegrity constraint, linking an<order> product number to a
<product> element.

The user creates an initial XML document conforming to the
schema (Listing 2) on 2010-01-01. Together, these documents
form a conventional system which can be validated with
conventional validation tools (e.g., XMLLINT [3]).

So far, the extensive infrastructure around XML applies. The
user has defined a schema and a document, and has validated
that document against the schema, and all is right in the world.

On 2010-03-17, the user corrects theemail attribute in the
conventional document to produce a new version stored in a
new file (Listing 3). Subsequently, on 2010-10-01, a change in
email formats leads to another change in the email (Listing 4).
The user can validate these documents against the schema.
In particular, it is reasonable to assume that the user intends
the constraints specified in the schema to apply at each point
in time, i.e.,data.xml, data.2.xml, anddata.3.xml
must independently satisfy the stated integrity constraints.

We note a couple of difficulties that now arise. First, the
user must manually keep track of the relationships between the
versions of the document. Nowhere does it say explicitly that
data.2.xml is in any way related to documentdata.xml.
Second, we have to now rely on the underlying file system
to keep track of the dates. If we copydata.xml to a
new directory, that date will be lost. Third, while we can
validate each version separately againstcompany.xsd, there
is no way in conventional XML Schema to express constraints
acrossmultiple versions. As one example we will return to
later, we cannot state that a product number should never be
reused later with a different product. Finally, if theschema
is also time-varying, that is, if there are multiple versions of
company.xsd, our job of maintaining the integrity of the
document becomes even more challenging.
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Our design of an upward-compatible extension of XML
Schema,τXSchema [4] addresses the first two concerns
emphasized in the previous paragraph.τXSchemasupports
temporal documents that vary over both valid and transaction
time [5], [6], [7], whose schema can vary over transaction
time [8], and for which validation is a simple process (to the
user) of checking a time-varying document over a schema,
which itself is a time-varying document [9], [10]. Related work
has formalized language primitives required for managing
schema versioning withτXSchema [11].

The challenge addressed by the present paper is how to
accommodate both conventional XML integrity constraints,
including the identity, referential, cardinality, and datatype
constraints illustrated in Listing 1, as well as newtemporal
constraints, across such time-varying schema and data doc-
uments. (This schema is very simple, but is sufficient for
illustrating both how conventional constraints are applied to
time-varying documents and how new temporal constraints can
be usefully defined.)

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

targetNamespace="http://txschema.com"
xmlns="http://txschema.com" elementFormDefault="qualified">

<xs:element name="company">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element ref="emps"/>
<xs:element ref="suppliers"/>
<xs:element ref="products"/> ...
</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="emps">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="emp" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="name" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="SSN" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:attribute name="email" type="xs:string"

use="optional"/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

</xs:complexType>
<xs:key name="employeeIDKey">
<xs:selector xpath="emp"/> <xs:field xpath="@ID"/>

</xs:key>
<xs:unique name="empEmailUnique">
<xs:selector xpath="emp"/> <xs:field xpath="@email"/>

</xs:unique> ...
</xs:element> ...
<xs:element name="suppliers">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="supplier" minOccurs="1"

maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:element name="URL" type="xs:anyURI"

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="4"/>
<xs:element name="order" minOccurs="0"

maxOccurs="unbounded"> ...
<xs:keyref name="orderProductRI" refer="productKey">
<xs:selector xpath="order"/>
<xs:field xpath="ordProductNo"/>

</xs:keyref> ...
</xs:element> ...

</xs:element> ...
</xs:element> ...

</xs:schema>

Listing 1. company.xsd

After examining related work briefly, we give a quick
overview of the goals ofτXSchema and outline its approach

in Section 3. In short, a singletemporal document(with
timestamps at various locations specified by the user) replaces
an entire sequence of versions and a singletemporal schema
replaces a sequence of versions of conventional schemas.
Section 4 summarizes the syntax and semantics of those
constraints that can be defined within conventional XML
Schema, while Section 5 provides the necessary background
to understanding their temporal extensions. Section 6 provides
the core contribution of this paper: a detailed examinationof
how each kind of constraint in turn can be supported and
extended to apply to time-varying data. We then examine
the implications of schema versioning (including changingthe
constraints themselves!) and the expressiveness ofτXSchema.
We end with implementation details and an evaluation of our
approach (Section 9).

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<company xmlns="http://txschema.com">
<emps>
<emp ID="1" email="diana@txschema.com">
<name>Dana</name>
</emp>

</emps> ...
</company>

Listing 2. data.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<company xmlns="http://txschema.com">
<emps>
<emp ID="1" email="dana@txschema.com">
<name>Dana</name>
</emp>

</emps> ...
</company>

Listing 3. data.2.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<company xmlns="http://txschema.com">
<emps>
<emp ID="1" email="ddoe@txschema.com">
<name>Dana</name>
</emp>

</emps> ...
</company>

Listing 4. data.3.xml

2 RELATED WORK

Capturing the time-varying nature of web-resident data has
been actively researched over the last few years. This area
of research has covered a wide range of issues that include
architectures to represent changes [12] and collect document
versions [13], strategies for storing versions [14], and strate-
gies to retrieve temporal data that is stored as XML [12], [15],
[16]. However, enforcing temporal constraints in XML has not
been researched previously.

We focus on effectively validating a document while en-
forcing temporal constraints. Within a document, one may
specify a variety of constraints. At the schema level, we want
to specify which parts can vary with time and consider how
schema changes impact our ability to capture time and validate
the document. On the instance level, we want to constrain
how the parts vary, which requires new variants of uniqueness,
referential integrity, cardinality and datatype constraints.
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Most of the topics discussed in this paper have been
previously considered in the context of temporalrelational
databases [17], [18], [19]. For example, Chomicki has done
extensive work in formalizing temporal constraints using first
order logic and applying it to databases [17], [20], [21].
Schema versioning has also been researched in the context
of temporal databases [22], [23]. Unlike a relational database
schema, an XML schema is a grammar specification so new
techniques are required.

Prior work in conceptual modeling for temporal databases
has considered extensions to identity [24] and cardinality[25]
constraints. Also in the area of conceptual modeling grammars,
description logics have been proposed to represent and reason
about a variety of temporal constraints [26]. While there are
some parallels between conceptual modeling grammars (e.g.,
ER or UML) and XML Schema, constraint definitions for
conceptual grammars naturally focus on constructs such as
entity classes, attributes and relationships. Thus, a distinct
set of semantics and syntax is required to handle temporal
constraints for XML Schema.

Although various XML schema languages have been pro-
posed in the literature and in the commercial arena, none of the
approaches provide a systematic approach to encoding time-
varying data in XML across schema changes nor to expressing
and enforcing integrity constraints over such data. This is
where our research makes its contribution.

3 LANGUAGE DESIGN

We first summarize briefly the design ofτXSchema. We start
with some relevant terminology.

– Conventional Document: An XML document that has no
temporal aspects.

– Temporal Document: An XML document that represents a
sequence of conventional documents (i.e., slices). It has the
root element<temporalRoot>.

– Conventional Schema: An XML Schema document that
describes the structure of the conventional document(s). The
root element is<schema>.

– Slice: A version of a temporal document at a given point
in time. For example, if a temporal document is comprised
of two conventional documentsd1 andd2, which occur at
timest1 andt2, respectively, then the slice at timet2 is d2.

In augmenting XML Schema to accommodate time-varying
data, we had several goals in mind. At a minimum, we desired
that our approach exhibit the following benefits.

– Simplify the representation of time for the user.
– Support a three-level architecture to provide data indepen-
dence, so that changes in the logical and physical level are
isolated.

– Retain full upward compatibly with existing standards and
not require any changes to these standards.

– Augment existing tools such as validating parsers for
XML in such a way that those tools are also upward
compatible. Ideally, any off-the-shelf validating parser(for
XML Schema) can be used for (partial) validation.

– Support both valid time and transaction time at a logical
level; each dimension is treated orthogonally.

– Support instance versioning.

– Support schema versioning. Different versions of a docu-
ment may conform to different versions of a schema, as both
a document and schema are modified over time. Support for
schema versioning will ensure that the schema’s history can
be kept and correctly utilized.

The interaction between the temporal schema and its con-
stituent conventional schemas and related tools is depicted
in Fig. 1. We note that although the architecture has many
components, only those components shaded in the figure are
specific to an individual time-varying document and need to be
supplied by a user. New time-varying schemas can be quickly
and easily developed and deployed.

We now continue the motivating example given at the begin-
ning. We have shown how a conventional document recording
information about a company is edited over time, creating
a sequence of conventional documents. Each conventional
document is intended to conform to a conventional schema.

We start with a conventional schema (Listing 1, box 3 in
the figure) and three documents, the original (Listing 2) and
two subsequent versions (Listings 3 and 4, identified in the
figure as “Conventional XML Data”, box 7). These numerous
files give us a hint at the complexities that arise as the versions
mount and as the schema changes as well (note that there may
even be multiple versions of the base schema).

To more easily manipulate these many versions, the user
would like to define a “Temporal Schema” (box 4) with the
base schema as a component. The two other components are
“Logical Annotations” (box 5) and “Physical Annotations”
(box 6). The logical annotations specify a variety of char-
acteristics such as whether an element or attribute varies over
valid time or transaction time, whether its lifetime is described
as a continuous state or a single event, whether the item
itself may appear at certain times (and not at others), and
whether its content changes. Most relevant for our purposes
are temporal constraints, which can be inferred from the
constraints in the base schema or which are explicitly specified
as logical annotations. We’ll get into the means of specifying
such annotations in Section 6.

Physical annotations specify the timestamp representation
options chosen by the user. These annotations define where the
physical timestamps will be placed (versioning level). Thelo-
cation of the timestamps is independent of which components
vary over time (as specified by the logical annotations). Two
documents with the same logical information will look very
different if the location of the physical timestamp is changed.

Since the logical and physical annotations are orthogonal
and serve two separate goals, we choose to maintain them
independently. A user can change where the timestamps are
located, independently of specifying the temporal characteris-
tics of that particular element. The physical annotations also
provide a user the means to specify temporal granularity, the
resolution level at which each timestamp is maintained.

The temporal schema (box 4) ties the schema, logical
annotations and physical annotations together. This document
contains sub-elements that associate a series of conventional
schema with logical and physical annotations, along with the
time span during which the association was in effect.
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Fig. 1. Overall Architecture of τXSchema

The figure shows a tool called SQUASH that can render a
temporal document (box 8) consistent with the logical and
physical annotations. Hence, the timestamps are spread out
across the document, associated with versions of the elements.
This removes a great deal of redundancy found in the non-
temporal data, which represents each slice as a separate
document. The versions of the temporal document are de-
scribed with a “Representational Schema” (box 9), generated
automatically from the temporal schema by another tool called
SCHEMAMAPPER. This schema, instead of being the only
schema in an ad hoc approach, is merely an artifact in our
approach, with the conventional schema, logical annotations,
and physical annotations being the crucial specifications to be
created by the designer.

Recall that the base schema (Listing 1) includes cardinality
constraints, a uniqueness constraint, and a referential integrity
constraint. As noted in Section 1, these constraints apply at
each point in time within the temporal document.

Further, the user may wish to specify additional re-
strictions that guarantee uniqueness of an emailacross
conventional documents(for example, that the address
dana@txschema.com is not re-used by another employee
to avoid confusion or problems re-directing emails after the
second change). Using XML Schema alone, we cannot specify
nor validate such constraints.

Instead, the designer can utilizeτXSchema to augment
the conventional schema with additional logical annotations,
as we will illustrate with examples shortly, thus forming a
more expressive temporal schema. As we’ll discuss further in
Section 7, the schema may be a time-varying document as
well, and may even reference other time-varying schemas.

When we had one conventional schema (Listing 1) and
one conventional (non-time-varying) document (Listing 2),
we could use a tool such as XMLLINT to validate this
document against its schema. We now have a similar, though
much more flexible situation: a single document and a single
schema (being upward compatible, Listing 1 is perfectly

Representational

Schema

Temporal

Schema

!XMLLINT

XMLLINTSlice at time t

Conventional

Schema

Results

Temporal XML

Document

Fig. 2. Using τXMLL INT.

adequate).τXMLL INT is a tool we developed as the temporal
counterpart to XMLLINT; see Fig. 2. XMLLINT takes as
input a conventional document (slice at timet) referencing
a conventional schema and reports if it is valid. Analogously,
τXMLL INT takes as input a single temporal document refer-
encing a temporal schema.τXMLL INT validates the temporal
document and reports either success or the errors encountered.

The validation usingτXMLL INT is related to that of
XMLL INT as follows: if a slice of a temporal document
at time t is validated using XMLLINT and results in an
error, then the validation of the temporal document using
τXMLL INT should also report an error at timet.

With this high-level overview ofτXSchema (details are
available elsewhere [4], [8], [10]), we can now turn to the
challenge at hand: supporting existing conventional and novel
temporal constraints concerning a time-varying document.We
first examine the constraints that XML Schema provides, and
then apply and extend them for temporal documents.

4 XML SCHEMA CONSTRAINTS

XML Schema provides four types of constraints, namely
datatype, cardinality, identity, and referential integrity con-
straints. These are conventional constraints and restricta spe-
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cific XML document. In this paper we extend these constraints
in turn with temporal semantics.

Datatype constraintsrestrict the content of the correspond-
ing element or attribute. A datatype restriction by itself applies
fully in the temporal context. For example, the fact that the
name attribute is a string (XML Schema typexs:string)
applies equally in the static and temporal context (assuming
no schema versioning). The content of thename attribute may
change, and we consider in Section 6.4 some restrictions on
what kinds of changes are permitted.

The cardinality of elements in XML documents is re-
stricted by the use ofminOccurs andmaxOccurs in the
XML Schema document. The default for bothminOccurs
andmaxOccurs is 1. In the example in Listing 1, while there
can be multiple<emp> sub-elements within<emps>, there
can be a maximum of one<SSN> per <emp>, and there is
always at most a single value for each attribute (for example,
ID). Cardinality for attributes is therefore restricted inuse to
"optional" or "required".

Identity constraintsrestrict uniqueness of elements and
attributes in a given document. As with the relational model,
XML Schema allows users to define bothkey andunique
constraints. The distinction between these two is that thekey
constraint does not allow a null value in any of the component
fields, while missing (null) values do not lead to a violation
of the unique constraint.

Identity constraints are defined in the schema document
using a combination of a<selector> and one or more
<field> elements. These are sub-elements within a<key>
or <unique> container element. Both<selector> and
<field> contain an XPath expression (the evaluation of
which in an XML document yields the value of the constrained
element or attribute). The<selector> is used to define
a contextual node in the XML document (e.g.,<emp> in
Listing 1), relative to which the (combination of)<field>
values is unique (e.g.,@ID). An identity constraint may be
named, and this name can then be used when defining a
referential integrity constraint.

Note that the attributes of typeID (IDREF) are a special
case of the<key> (<keyref>) constraints in XML Schema.
In this paper we address the general case. Further discussion
on the design choice of only addressing temporal semantics
for <key> (<keyref>) is available in prior work [4].

Referential integrity constraints(defined using<keyref>)
are similar to the corresponding constraints in the relational
model. Each referential integrity constraint refers to a valid key
or unique constraint and ensures that the corresponding key
value exists in the document. For example, the<keyref> in
Listing 1 ensures that only valid product numbers (i.e., those
that exist for a<product>) are entered for an order.

5 MOVING TOWARDS TIME

Before considering how to adapt the XML Schema constraints
we just summarized to be used in time-varying XML docu-
ments, we first introduce an orthogonal classification of three
flavors of temporal constraints and introduce the concept ofa
time-varyingitem.

5.1 Three Classes of Semantics

An important concept is the distinction between three or-
thogonal classes of semantics:sequenced, non-sequenced, and
current [27]. All combinations are appropriate and useful.
One could contemplate for example a sequenced cardinality
constraint or a non-sequenced referential integrity constraint.

A temporal constraint issequencedwith respect to a sim-
ilar conventional constraint in the schema document, if the
semantics of the temporal constraint can be expressed as
the semantics of the conventional constraint applied at each
point in time. As discussed earlier, given a conventional XML
Schema constraint, the corresponding semantics inτXSchema
for a temporal document implies asequencedconstraint. For
example, a conventional (cardinality) constraint, “Thereshould
be between 0 and 4 URLs for each supplier” (Listing 1), has
a sequenced equivalent of: “There should be between 0 and 4
URLs for each supplierat each point in time.”

For convenience, we also allow the user to add a new
sequenced constraint in the logical annotations. Such logical
annotations can include anapplicability bound, B ⊆ T ,
enabling the user to restrict the consideration of that sequenced
constraint from the lifetime of the document to some desired
subset they are interested in. For example, a constraint may
only be valid between 1999–2005; it would not apply outside
of that time period.

A special kind of sequenced constraint is acurrent con-
straint. A current constraint is applicable (and evaluated) at
the current point in time, ornow [28]. We support current
constraints by allowing the user to set the applicability bound
of the sequenced constraint tonow.

A non-sequenced constraintis evaluated over some part
(or the whole) of the applicability bound rather than at each
point in time separately. For such constraints, we include an
evaluation window, w, which is a time interval (e.g., a day,
or a Gregorian month) as well as aslide size, ss, and an
applicability bound, B [29]. The default length forss is a
single granule interval. The default forB is the lifetime of
the temporal document. The following relationship must hold
among the components of a non-sequenced constraint:ss ≤ w.
Whenduration(B) is the same size asw, we term it a “fixed-
window” constraint (analogously, when bothss and w are a
single granule of time, we have a sequenced constraint). Non-
sequenced constraints are included in the logical annotations.

For example, suppose the constraint requires “there are
between 0 and 4 supplier URLs in the temporal document over
a period of any calendar month.” (This is a temporal variant
of the cardinality constraint on<URL> in Listing 1.) Let’s
say this constraint is applicable from 2010-03-01 to 2010-03-
31. Here,w and B have the same duration. If instead the
applicability were 2010-03-01 to 2010-06-31, then we see a
case of a “sliding-window” constraint, as the evaluation would
take place duringeachmonth from March through June. Here,
we see the the size of the slide is implicitly acalendar month.
If instead the constraint evaluation window were a period of
30 days, then the user may wish to restrict how this evaluation
window would slide. For example, one may choose to evaluate
it from March 1–30, then from March 2–31, and so on. In such
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a case, the size of the slide (ss) is a single day.

5.2 Temporal Data Model

An XML document is usually modeled as a labeled tree. Few
additional modeling components are needed in a temporal
XML model to capture time. A temporal XML document
can be modeled as a timestamped set of XML documents.
For simplicity, we discuss a data model with only one time
dimension.

Definition [Temporal XML Model] A temporal XML model
is a tuple,(X, T, S, A), where

– X = {X1, . . . , Xn} is a set ofXML data model in-
stances, where an instanceXi = (Vi, Ei) has a set
of nodesVi (with each node being an element or an
attribute) and a set of edgesEi (with each edge being
between an element and an attribute or an element and
its child element),

– T is a set oftimes,
– S : X → 2T is a timestamp functionthat maps an XML

data model instance to a timestamp (a set of times) for
which it is current in the time dimension, and

– A : V → V is a temporal association relationthat
associates a node in some XML data model instance
to a node in some other XML data model instance (as
described in Section 5.3). The relation captures a node’s
identity over time across instances.

The slice function extracts a slice (an XML data model
instance) from a temporal XML document.

Definition [Slice] Let D = (X, T, S, A) be an instance of
a temporal XML model. Then fort ∈ T , slice(t, D) = Xi,
whereXi ∈ X and t ∈ S(Xi).

Though this model is simple, it is sufficient for the purposes
of this paper and its simplicity makes clear that existing
XPath, XQuery, and XML Schema constructs can be natively
evaluated for any XML data model instance in a temporal
XML data model. (Note that we are not proposing to store or
represent a temporal XML document using the model, rather
we use this model to formalize the semantics of temporal
constraints, specifically, in theEval function to be introduced
shortly.)

5.3 Items

In order to validate non-sequenced constraints, it is important
to identify which elements persist across various transforma-
tions of the document. This will allow us, for example in the
case of a non-sequenced identity constraint, to verify whether
an email address is being repeated for the same employee, or
for a different one. (Items are not relevant for sequenced nor
current constraints.) This section discusses how to find and
associate elements in different slices of a temporal document.

When elements are temporally-associated, anitem is cre-
ated. An item is a collection of XML elements that represent
the same real-world entity. An item is a logical entity that
evolves over time through various versions.

In a temporal relational database, a pair of value-equivalent
tuples can be coalesced, or replaced by a single tuple that

has a lifespan equivalent to the union of the pair’s lifespans.
Coalescingis an important process in reducing the size of a
data collection (since the two tuples can be replaced by a single
tuple) and in computing the maximal temporal extent of value-
equivalent tuples [30], [31]. In a similar manner, elements
in two slices of a temporal document can betemporally-
associated. A temporal association between the elements is
possible when the element has the sameitem identifierin both
slices. We will sometimes refer to the process of associating
a pair of elements asgluing the elements. When two or more
elements are glued, an item is created.

Only elements of types that have temporal annotations
are candidates for gluing. Determining which pairs should
be glued depends on two factors: the type of the element,
and the item identifier for the element’s type. The type of
an element is the element’s definition in the schema. Only
elements of the same type can be glued. An item identifier
serves to semantically identify elements of a particular type.
The identifier is defined using a list of XPath expressions
(much like a key in XML Schema) so we first define what
it means to evaluate an XPath expression.

Definition [XPath evaluation] LetEval(n, E, X) denote the
result of evaluating an XPath expressionE from a context
noden in an XML data model instanceX . Given a list of
XPath expressions,L = [E1, . . . , Ek], then Eval(n, L, X) =
[Eval(n, E1, X), . . . , Eval(n, Ek, X)].

Since an XPath expression evaluates to a list of nodes,
Eval(n, L) evaluates to a list of lists.

Definition [Item identifier] An item identifier for a type,T ,
is a list of XPath expressions,L, such that the evaluation ofL
partitions the set of typeT elements in a (temporal) document.
Each partition is an item.

An item identifier has a target and at least one of a field,
an itemref, or a keyref. A target is an XPath expression that
specifies an element’s location in the slices (relative to the
item under which it is defined). A field, itemref, and a keyref
can each specify part of an item identifier. A field contains an
XPath expression that specifies an element or attribute thatis
part of the item identifier. A keyref references a slice key and
an itemref references an item identifier. This way an item may
be specified in terms of an existing item or schema key. An
itemref and keyref use the name of an item/key and are not
XPath expressions.

A schema designer specifies the item identifiers for the time-
varying elements. As an example, a designer might specify that
the time-varying element<emp> has as its item identifier, the
attribute@ID employee (syntax example in Listing 5). An item
identifier is similar to a (temporal) key in that it is used for
identification. Unlike a key however, an item identifier is not
a constraint; rather it is a helpful tool in the complex process
of computing versions of an element over time [4].
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<item target="company/emps/emp">
<itemIdentifier name="itmIdEmp" timeDimension="bitemporal">

<field path="@ID"/> ...
</item>

Listing 5. Item Identifier for <emp>

Over time, many elements in a temporal document may
belong to the same item as the item evolves. The association
of these elements in an item is defined below.

Definition [Temporal association] Letx be an element of
type T in the ith slice of a temporal documentD. Let y

be an element of typeT in the jth slice of the document.
Finally let L be the item identifier for elements of type
T . Then x is temporally-associatedto y if and only if
Eval(x, L, slice(i, D)) = Eval(y, L, slice(j, D)) and it is not
the case that there exists an elementz of typeT in a slicek be-
tween theith andjth slices such thatEval(z, L, slice(k, D)) =
Eval(x, L, slice(i, D)).

A temporal association relates elements that are adjacent in
time and that belong to the same item. For instance, the<emp>
element in Listing 2 is temporally associated with the<emp>
element in Listing 3 but not the<emp> element in Listing 4
(though the<emp> element in Listing 3 is temporally related
to the one in Listing 4).

5.4 Content and Existence Constraints

Over time, elements in a conventional document can change,
e.g., as edits are made. A schema designer may wish to
control or constrain what kinds of changes are permitted. In
this section we review two constraints, which we proposed in
previous research [8], to constrain the ways that an element
can vary over time in its existence or content.

Let’s first consider the specification of an item’s existence.
First an item could be “varying with gaps,” which means that it
may be present in some slices and absent in others. A second,
more restrictive form is “varying without gaps.” If such an
item is present, then it cannot have gaps in its existence, e.g., it
must exist through consecutive slices only. The third existence
alternative is “constant.” Then the item is either always present
(in every slice of the document) or never present.

The content of an item may also be constrainted to be
constant (no changes are allowed) or varying (the default,
changes allowed). A detailed explanation of the restrictions
can be found elsewhere [4], [8].

The content and existence constraints are orthogonal. For
instance, an item can be constrained to have constant content
(i.e., the content does not change) and varying existence (i.e.,
it’s lifetime may have gaps).

6 TEMPORAL AUGMENTATIONS TO XML
SCHEMA CONSTRAINTS

We now show how to augment, with support for time, XML’s
cardinality, identity, referential integrity, and datatype con-
straints, in turn. We discussed in Section 5.1 how to interpret
any particular XML constraint in a sequenced semantics, as
well as how to revise that constraint to be interpreted in the
current semantics. In this section, we discuss the specificsof
the sequenced semantics for each type of constraint.

We then show how each kind of constraint can be extended
in various ways to effect a non-sequenced semantics, that is,
evaluated over an item as a whole. Note that the evaluation
window and slide size can be specified for such constraints.
These non-sequenced constraints are specified in the temporal
schema as logical annotations.

6.1 Identity Constraints

Recall from Section 4 that identity constraints restrict unique-
ness of elements and attributes in a given document, through
<key> and <unique> constraints. We formally define a
sequencedkey constraint as follows.

Definition [Sequenced<key>] For element typeE in the
conventional schema, letsel be theselector (an XPath ex-
pression) of an identity constraint and letF = [f1, f2, . . . , fm]
be the field XPath expressions. Then for a temporal document
D = (X, T, S, A) the identity constraint issequencedif and
only if for all times t ∈ T , if c is a node of typeE in
Xt = slice(t, D)

∀ei, ej ∈ Eval (c, sel , Xt) :
Eval (ei, F, Xt) = Eval(ej , F, Xt)⇒ i = j.

This proposition asserts that two elements can evaluate to the
same key value only if they are in fact the same element.

The definition of a sequencedunique constraint is similar,
but allows null values.

A non-sequenced<unique> or <key> constraint is spec-
ified in the logical annotations through one of the fol-
lowing elements:<nonSeqUnique>, <nonSeqKey> or
<uniqueNullRestricted> (all constraints, including
identity, are sub-elements within an<item> annotation).
We adopt the usual distinction between key and unique
constraints. The sub-elements and attributes of these non-
sequenced constraints are provided in Tables 1 (those at-
tributes and subelement common to all temporal constraints
and 2 (those components found only in<nonSeqUnique>,
<nonSeqKey> or <uniqueNullRestricted>). Within
these tables, and subsequent ones, subelements are denotedby
enclosing< >; the rest are attributes.

If the conventionalIdentifier is included within
these constraints the<selector> and<field> are drawn
from the referenced (conventional) constraint; otherwise, those
two elements are required. The rest of the attributes and
elements are as described, though we elaborate on a few, and
provide examples of most of the others, below.

A non-sequenced<unique> (or <key>) constraint re-
quires that the field value combination of the constrained
element (or attribute) isunique betweenitems across time
(not just at a point in time). For example, if an employee’s
SSN were unique, i.e., no two employees had the same SSN
in a single conventional document as well as the temporal
document, we would use a non-sequenced constraint. We
envision non-sequenced constraints being used in three ways.

1) Between - Consider the conventionalunique con-
straint defined in Listing 1. Suppose a non-sequenced
unique constraint is placed on the email address of
an employee, with an evaluation window of a year
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Term Definition Cardinality
name The name of the constraint optional
dimension validTime, transactionTime, or bitemporal (default:validTime) optional
evaluationWindow Time window over which the constraint should be checked (default: lifetime of document) optional
slideSize Size of the slide for successive evaluation windows (default: granularity of constrained data type);

only used in conjunction withevaluationWindow
optional

<applicability> When the constraint is applicable (default: lifetime of document) [0:1]
(begin, end) While applicability bounds conceptually correspond to a temporal element which can be represented

by a series of (begin, end) sub-elements, we use a simplified semantics in this paper denoted by a
single (begin, end) attribute pair

optional

<selector> For the definition of a new constraint. It is similar to the<selector> sub-element in the
<uniqueConstraint> definition. It must be a relative XPath expression.

[0:1]

<field> For the definition of a new constraint. It is similar to the<field> sub-element in the
<uniqueConstraint> definition

[0:U]

TABLE 1
Common attributes and sub-elements for temporal constraints

Term Definition Cardinality
conventionalIdentifier The referenced conventional identifier of the conventionalconstraint being annotated (if present, the

<selector> and<field> are omitted)
optional

scope Either within or between (which is the default) semantics can be specified optional
nullCountMin The minimum number of null values allowable (used only within <uniqueNullRestricted>) optional
nullCountMax The maximum number of null values allowable (used only within <uniqueNullRestricted>) optional

TABLE 2
Attributes for temporal unique constraints <nonSeqUnique>, <nonSeqKey> and <uniqueNullRestricted>

(Listing 6). Then, no two employee items can have
the same email addressdana@txschema.com (for
example) in any year, but the same employee (e.g.,
Dana) can switch fromdana@txschema.com to
ddoe@txschema.com and back in a year.

2) Within - To specify a uniqueness constraintwithin each
item, i.e., if we wished to say that an employee (e.g.,
Dana Doe) cannot switch fromdana@txschema.com
to ddoe@txschema.com and back in a single year,
we would need to define a non-sequencedwithin unique
constraint on an employee’s email address. An example
is given in Listing 7, where thescope="within"
enables within semantics.

3) Between and within- To specify that each employee
email is unique and also that employees cannot re-use
an email, both constraints (Listing 6 and 7) are specified.

<item target="company/emps"> ...
<nonSeqUnique name="employeeEmailNSUnique1"

conventionalIdentifier="empEmailUnique" scope="between"
evaluationWindow="year" slideSize="day"/>

</item>

Listing 6. Non-seq. constraint “between” employees

<item target="company/emps"> ...
<nonSeqUnique name="employeeEmailNSUnique2"

scope="within" evaluationWindow="year" slideSize="day">
<selector xpath="emp"/> <field xpath="@email"/>

</nonSeqUnique>
</item>

Listing 7. Non-seq. constraint “within” each employee

A conventional identity constraint does not imply non-
sequenced uniqueness (it only implies that there are no dupli-
cates in a slice). Thus, the sameproductNo (a conventional
key) can bere-usedfor another product or changed between
slices (for the same product, as long as it remains unique). To
place non-sequenced restrictions on elements or attributes, we
usenon-sequenced uniqueandnon-sequenced keyconstraints.

These allow us to designate an element or attribute value (e.g.,
productNo) as unique to an item across a temporal docu-
ment (with slices coalesced across the evaluation window).

A time-invariant restriction specifies that the value of the
given conventional<unique> or <key> constraint should
not change over time. Without this restriction, conventional
unique and key constraints simply say that the values must
not have duplicates in any associated XML document. How-
ever, this does not preclude the values from changing as
long as the new value does not appear elsewhere in the
conventional XML document. To designate a time-invariant
key, in addition to specifying a conventional key constraint,
we restrict the components of the key as time-invariant
(content="constant") in the logical annotation of an
<item>.

We define a<nonSeqKey> betweenconstraint as follows.
Definition [<nonSeqKey>, Between Semantics] Letc

be the item containing the<nonSeqKey> definition, let
F be the list of XPath expressions[f1, f2, . . . , fm] where
fi is a field expression, letsel be theselector, and
let D = (X, T, S, A) be a temporal document. Then for
each window (a time period)w ⊆ T , define U(c, w) =⋃

t∈w(Eval (c, sel , slice(t, D)) × t) to be the union of the
Cartesian product of the evaluation of the selector for each
slice in the window and the time of the slice. The union
yields the list of elements, [(e1, t1), . . . , (ek, tk)]. Finally, let
item(ei) be the item,v, that is the closest ancestor toei, i.e.,
ei is an element in some slice ofv. Then the<nonSeqKey>
constraint is

∀(ei, ti), (ej , tj) ∈ U(c, w) : [
Eval (ei, F, slice(ti, D)) = Eval (ej , F, slice(tj , D))⇒

item(ei) = item(ej)] .

In other words, if two elements have the same value for their
key, then they are elements in the same item, though they may
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be in different versions of that item. The effect of the slide
size is to determine the start point for each successivew.

A within constraint is similar.
Definition [<nonSeqKey>, Within Semantics] To define

a <nonSeqKey> within constraint, we replace the constraint
given above with the following.

∀(ei, ti), (ej , tj) ∈ U(c, w) : [
(Eval (ei, F, Xi) = Eval(ej , F, Xj) ∧

item(ei) = item(ej)) ⇒
¬∃(ek, tk) ∈ U(c, w) : [ ti < tk < tj ∧

Eval (ei, F, Xi) 6= Eval (ek, F, Xk) ] ) ]

where Xi = slice(ti, D), Xj = slice(tj , D), and Xk =
slice(tk, D). The extension adds the constraint that the same
field values must be in consecutive slices within any item.

We next discuss the<uniqueNullRestricted> con-
straint. Since the XML Schema definition of unique allows
a null value at each point in time, the default seman-
tics for <nonSeqUnique> allows for multiple null values
across time (one in each conventional document). A non-
sequenced<uniqueNullRestricted> constraint, in ad-
dition to specifying uniqueness, also restricts the appearance
of the number of null values by allowing the user to specify a
finite number (one or more) across time; the default number
being one. Setting the number of nulls allowed across time to
0 is equivalent to specifying a non-sequenced key constraint.
We defer a formal specification of the null counting semantics
to Section 6.3 as it is similar to that of a cardinality constraint.

We now present an identity constraint example.
1) The combination of supplier name and city serves as a

key. However, at a later point in time we may have a
different supplier with a name and city combination that
was seen previously. To avoid any problem, we require
that reuse should not occur for at least one year after
discontinuation. Product numbers on the other hand may
not be re-used at any later time. These constraints are
applicable between 2005 and 2010.

<item target="company/suppliers"> ...
<nonSeqKey name="idSupplierNo" dimension="validTime"

evaluationWindow="year" slideSize="day">
<applicability begin="2005-01-01" end="2010-12-31"/>
<selector xpath="supplier"/>
<field xpath="supName"/> <field xpath="supCity"/>

</nonSeqKey>
</item>
...
<item target="company/products"> ...
<nonSeqKey name="idPartNo" dimension="validTime"

evaluationWindow="lifetime">
<applicability begin="2005-01-01" end="2010-12-31"/>
<selector xpath="product"/>
<field xpath="productNo"/>

</nonSeqKey>
</item>

6.2 Referential Integrity Constraints

Each referential integrity (<keyref>) constraint for a con-
ventional document leads to a sequenced counterpart in a tem-
poral document. Thus, each conventional<keyref> obeys
referential integrity.

Formally, we can define the sequenced<keyref> con-
straint as follows.

Definition [Sequenced<keyref>] For each possible re-
ferring elementselr, let Eval(selr, Fr , slice(t, D)) denote
the result of evaluating the listFr of <keyref> XPath
field expressions relative to theselector elementselr
in a slice of temporal documentD at time t. Similarly, let
Eval(selk, Fk, slice(t, D)) denote the result of evaluating the
referenced key (or unique) constraint at timet. Finally, let
B be the applicability bound The<keyref> constraint is
satisfied when

∀t ∈ B (∃ek ∈ Eval(selk, Fk, slice(t, D))(
∃er ∈ Eval(selr, Fr, slice(t, D)) : er = ek)).

A non-sequenced referential integrity constraint is useful to
specify a reference to some past state of the XML document.
Suppose we added a<largestOrder> sub-element within
suppliers to represent the “largest order” (in dollar terms)
placed with that supplier (with a<keyref> to orderNo).
We represent a non-sequenced referential integrity constraint
using a<nonSeqKeyref> element in the logical annotations
in the example below. Table 3 provides the different attributes
and sub-elements for the<nonSeqKeyref>, along with the
components listed in Table 1.

1) For each transaction-time slice, for each supplier, the
actual order referenced (throughorderNoKey) by the
largestOrderNo attribute of the supplier must exist
at some valid time, perhaps different from the valid time
of that largestOrderNo attribute. The referential
integrity constraint is applicable from 2008–2012, and
no corresponding conventional constraint exists.

<item target="company/suppliers"> ...
<nonSeqKeyref name="supLargestOrd"

refer="orderNoKey" dimension="validTime">
<applicability begin="2008-01-01" end="2012-12-31"/>
<selector xpath="supplier"/>
<field xpath="largestOrderNo"/>

</nonSeqKeyref>
</item>

2) There exists a conventional referential integrity con-
straint orderProductKeyref (cf. Listing 1), which
references a valid product number. This is interpreted
as a sequenced constraint, in both valid and transac-
tion time, over the temporal document. A related non-
sequenced constraint: for each transaction-time slice,
for each order, the product referenced (specified by the
orderProductRI constraint) must exist at some valid
time, perhaps different from the valid time of that order.
The constraint applicability bounds span all valid time
(i.e., the default).

<nonSeqKeyref name="orderProductNSKeyref"
conventionalConstraint="orderProductRI"
dimension="validTime">

</nonSeqKeyref>

6.3 Cardinality Constraints

The cardinality of elements in conventional documents is
restricted byminOccurs and maxOccurs, and that of
attributes by settinguse to "optional" or "required".
These induce sequenced constraints in the temporal document.
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Term Definition Cardinality
conventionalConstraint The conventional referential integrity constraint being extended via this annotation (if present, the

<selector> and<field> are omitted
optional

refer The referenced identifier; the correspondingdimension attribute must be compatible. optional

TABLE 3
Attributes and sub-elements for nonSeqKeyref

Term Definition Cardinality
newOnly specifies whether only changes to “new” values should be considered (default"false"); only for

<nonSeqCardinality>
optional

minOccurs default:"0" optional
maxOccurs default:"unbounded" optional
<group> The level at which grouping is performed relative to the<selector> (default:self) optional

TABLE 4
Attributes and sub-elements for <seqCardinality> and <nonSeqCardinality>

Augmented sequenced cardinality constraints use a new
element,<seqCardinality>, whose syntax is summa-
rized in Table 4 (along with the syntax in Table 1), except
for newOnly, which doesn’t apply to sequenced cardinality
constraints. TheminOccurs andmaxOccurs attributes are
analogous to those in XML Schema.

1) At every point in time there should be a maximum of 250
orders for the company. The constraint is to be enforced
during 2010-11.

<item target="company"> ...
<seqCardinality name="suppliersSeq"

maxOccurs="250" dimension="validTime">
<selector xpath="."/>
<field xpath="suppliers/supplier/order"/>
<applicability begin="2010-01-01" end="2011-12-31"/>

</seqCardinality>
</item>

It could be the case that a specific<order> may be placed
with several<supplier>s, in which case the repetitious
<order> elements are considered as a single<order>.
To count the shared<order>s distinctly, we allow the
user to refine the count bygrouping <supplier>s. The
conventional cardinality constraints are not designed to handle
this. This is our motivation behind introducing thegroup
option for a cardinality constraint.

2) At every point in time there should be a maximum of
250 orders for the company across suppliers (constraint
applicability is 2010-11.

<item target="company"> ...
<seqCardinality name="suppliersSeq2"

maxOccurs="250" dimension="validTime">
<selector xpath="."/>
<group xpath="suppliers/supplier">
<field xpath="order"/>
<applicability begin="2010-01-01" end="2011-12-31"/>

</seqCardinality>
</item>

Non-sequenced cardinality constraints can be used to
restrict the cardinality over time. Consider the example
of an <order> element in Listing 8. We see that the
<deliveredOn> element may not be present in a specific
document slice. Let us further say, that while it may be
empty at the time the order was placed, we require it to
appear at some point (say within a month of the order being
placed). So, even though a sequencedminOccurs="0" is

satisfactory for a conventional document, we may desire the
analogous non-sequencedminOccurs="1" for a temporal
document. For attributes, a similar requirement may be spec-
ified (i.e., a conventional"optional" attribute, may be
"required" over some evaluation window). The syntax for
<nonSeqCardinality> constraints is given in Table 4.

<xs:element name="order">
... <xs:element name="deliveredOn" minOccurs="0"

maxOccurs="1" type="xs:date"/> ...
</xs:element>

Listing 8. Orders with an optional <deliveredOn>

3) There should be adeliveredOn element at some time
for each order.

<item target="company"> ...
<nonSeqCardinality name="deliveredOnNonSeq"
minOccurs="1" dimension="validTime"
evaluationWindow="month">
<selector xpath="."/>
<field xpath="deliveredOn"/>

</nonSeqCardinality>
</item>

Another refinement that may be desired for a cardinality
constraint is to constrain the cardinality of a descendant that
is not a child, which is not possible in XML Schema. Consider
the schema in Listing 1. This says that at any point in time,
each company has at least one supplier, for which there may or
may not be an order. A non-sequenced cardinality constraint
can be used to place a limit of less than or equal to 1500
<order>s for the company in any calendar month. A third
refinement that may be desired is to distinguish “new” values,
which are values that have not previously been seen in the eval-
uation window. For example, suppose an orderstatus at-
tribute can have one of the five following values:"placed",
"underReview", "beingProcessed", "shipped",
and"returned". It is possible that changes to the order can
have it swap back and forth between"underReview" and
"beingProcessed". Over a period of a month, it might
have, say, seven total changes to the value of which only
four are distinct. To count each change, the user would set
changes="newOnly", otherwise all changes are counted.

We represent a non-sequenced cardinality constraint in log-
ical annotations using a<nonSeqCardinality> element;
a<seqCardinality> element is used for sequenced cardi-
nality constraints. The syntax for both elements is summarized
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in Table 4. In the following examples, each constraint is
specified within thescopeof some item. Relative to that scope,
the <selector> locates items that are to be constrained.
(Hence, the scope, thetarget of the enclosing item, is just
a prefix for the selector.) Combinations of<field>s are
counted for each<group>, and the counts are summed over a
group to determine the cardinality of each item located by the
<selector>. The computed cardinality must fall between
the min andmax to satisfy the constraint.

4) No supplier should be given more than 100 orders in a
calendar month. Furthermore, across all of the suppliers
at most 500 products could be ordered in total (a product
that is in two different orders is counted as two different
products, hence the<group>).

<item target="company/suppliers"> ...
<nonSeqCardinality name="supOrders"

max="100" dimension="validTime"
evaluationWindow="month" slideSize="month">

<selector xpath="supplier"/>
<field xpath="order/ordProductNo"/>

</nonSeqCardinality>
...
<nonSeqCardinality name="supProducts"

max="500" dimension="validTime"
evaluationWindow="month" slideSize="month">

<selector xpath="supplier"/>
<group xpath="order"/>
<field xpath="productNo"/>

</nonSeqCardinality>
</item>

5) A product could change names (hence,newOnly) up to
three times a month, but can have at most four distinct
names in a year. This is in force from 2008–2011.

<item target="/company/products"> ...
<nonSeqCardinality name="prodNameMonth"

dimension="validTime" evaluationWindow="month"
newOnly="true" slideSize="day"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="3">

<selector xpath="product"/>
<field xpath="@productName"/>
<applicability begin="2008-01-01" end="2011-12-31"/>

</nonSeqCardinality>
...
<nonSeqCardinality name="prodNameYear"

dimension="validTime" evaluationWindow="year"
slideSize="day" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="4">

<selector xpath="product"/>
<field xpath="@productName"/>
<applicability begin="2008-01-01" end="2011-12-31"/>

</nonSeqCardinality>
</item>

Definition [Cardinality Constraint] Formally, we define a
cardinality constraint as follows. Let
– D be a temporal document,
– c be the context item for the constraint (item being
annotated),

– item(e) be the item,v, that is the closest ancestor toe,
i.e., e is an element in some version ofv,

– S be the<selector> XPath expression relative toc,
– G be the<group> expression relative toS (by default it
is “.”), and

– F be a list of<field> expressions.
Both S and G must locate items, that is, they must locate
elements that correspond to thetarget expression for some
item in the logical annotations. Then for each window (a time
period),w, in the constraint define

A(c, w) = {(t, item(x ), item(y),Eval (y,F , slice(t, D))) |

t ∈ w

∧ x ∈ Eval (c,S , slice(t, D))
∧ y ∈ Eval(x,G)} .

A(c, w) is a set of tuples,{(t1, s1, g1, v1), {(t2, s2, g2, v2),
. . . , (tk, sk, gk, vk)}. From this set we can extract tuples that
represent a change as follows.

Changes(A(c, w)) =
{(t, s, g, v) | (t, s, g, v) ∈ A(c, w)

∧ ¬∃k[k = t− 1 ∧ (k, s, g, v) ∈ A(c, w)]}

While Changes(A(c, w)) extracts all changes, we are some-
times interested in only changes to “new” values, hence we
modify the above definition to capture changes that represent
only changes that have not previously occurred in the window.

NewChanges(A(c, w)) =
{(t, s, g, v) | (t, s, g, v) ∈ A(c, w)

∧ ¬∃k[k < t ∧ (k, s, g, v) ∈ A(c, w)]}

We are now in a position to count the changes. Let

Count(A(c, w)) =
{(s, card({(t, s, g, u)})) |

(t, s, g, u) ∈ Changes(A(c, w))}

count the number of changes for each item,s, located by the
<selector>. To count the number of “new” changes, we
would useNewChanges in place ofChanges in the above
definition.

A cardinality constraint for a contextc and a windoww

tests the following predicate.

¬∃s[∃x : (s, x) ∈ Count(A(c, w)) ∧ (x < min∨max< x)]

A non-sequenced cardinality constraint differs from a se-
quenced cardinality constraint only in the size of the window;
for the former the window can be any size, but for a sequenced
constraint the window is a single instant.

The formal definition of a<uniqueNullRestricted>
constraint, which restricts the number of null values, is similar
to that of a non-sequenced cardinality constraint, but changes
resulting in null values are counted rather than all changes.

6.4 Datatype Restrictions (Constraints)

The XML Schema<simpleType> element is used to spec-
ify a value range and induces a sequenced constraint that
ensures conventional document values conform to this range.

We now consider non-sequenced augmentations of such
simple types. A non-sequenced equivalent of this type of
constraint can be considered either at the schema level (i.e.,
evolution of thedatatypewithin schema evolution) or at the
instance level (i.e., evolution of thevaluewithin instances, that
is, transition constraints). Schema-level constraints restrict the
kinds of changes possible to the datatype of an item. However,
we do not see much need for this type of a constraint.

At the instance level (i.e., conforming to a particular type
specification), a non-sequenced constraint could restrictdis-
crete and continuous changes.Discrete changesare handled by
defining a set of value transitions for the data. For example,it
could be specified that while supplier ratings can change over
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Term Definition Cardinality
<valuePair> Sub-element listing possible pairs for discrete changes (only if <valueEvolution> not present) [0:U]

<old>, <new> Sub-elements ofvaluePair [1:1]
<valueEvolution> Sub-element specifying direction of continuous changes (only if <valuePair> not present) [0:1]

(direction) can be one of:"LT" (less than),"GT" (greater than),"GE" (greater or equal),"LE" (less or equal),
"EQ" (equal) and"NE" (not equal)

required

TABLE 5
Attributes and sub-elements of <transitionConstraint>

time, the changes can only occur in single-step increments
(e.g., a rating changing from value"B" to either"A" or "C").
In this scheme, to allow for successive values being the same,
the <old> and <new> entries will have the same content.
Continuous changesare handled by defining a restriction on
the direction of the change. For a transition constraint to
be applicable, a corresponding datatype should be defined at
the conventional schema level. The details of these logical
annotations are given in Table 5, along with the components
listed in Table 1.

1) Supplier ratings can move up or down a single step
at a time in valid time; no restrictions are placed in
transaction time, since a data entry error might be made.
This is applicable between 2008 and 2011.

<transitionConstraint name="supplierRating"
dimension="validTime">

<selector xpath="supplier"/>
<field xpath="supplierRatingType"/>
<valuePair> <old>A</old> <new>B</new> </valuePair>
<valuePair> <old>B</old> <new>A</new> </valuePair>
<valuePair> <old>B</old> <new>C</new> </valuePair>
<valuePair> <old>C</old> <new>B</new> </valuePair>
<applicability begin="2008-01-01" end="2011-12-31"/>

</transitionConstraint>

2) Employee salaries should not go down, but may increase
(i.e., each salary value is>= the previous one) between
2008 and 2010. However, a salary freeze is in place be-
tween January and June 2010 due to economic factors.

<transitionConstraint name="employeeSalary1"
dimension="validTime">

<selector xpath="emp"/>
<field xpath="salary"/>
<valueEvolution direction="GE"/>
<applicability begin="2008-01-01" end="2010-12-31"/>

</transitionConstraint>
...
<transitionConstraint name="employeeSalary2"

dimension="validTime">
<selector xpath="emp"/>
<field xpath="salary"/>
<valueEvolution direction="EQ"/>
<applicability begin="2010-01-01" end="2010-06-30"/>

</transitionConstraint>

7 IMPLICATIONS OF SCHEMA VERSIONING

Schemas designers often edit their schemas, refining and
adding element and attribute types. One challenge with schema
versioning is that, in this potential quicksand, anything can
change, and thus must be versioned: the conventional doc-
uments, the base schema, the annotations, the schema docu-
ments included by these documents, even the schemas of these
schema components. And, because the physical annotations
can change, the concrete representation within a temporal
XML document can vary. Thus, it becomes even more difficult
to even define validation in such a fluid environment.

Elsewhere [10] we delve into the specifics of how to accom-
modate schema versioning withinτXSchema. Our approach
exploits the concept ofschema-constant periods[32]. It is
possible, even with versioned schemas having themselves
versioned schemas, to identify contiguous periods of time
when there are no schema changes,anywhere. Now, during
such schema-constant periods the data may be (and probably
is) versioned, but at least one has a fixed base schema and fixed
logical annotations, each of which has a fixed schema. And
since the physical annotations are fixed, the representation is
also fixed, it is possible to read and interpret the temporal
document during that schema-constant period, and even to
validate that portion of the document. So a general tempo-
ral document can be viewed as a sequence of data-varying
documents, each over a single schema-constant period. Since
one can validate within each schema-constant period, given
the approaches elaborated on earlier, all that is necessaryis to
validateacrossschema changes.

As a concrete example, Listing 1 includes the key con-
straint for theID attribute of<emp>. In the temporal doc-
ument, this is interpreted as a sequenced constraint. Suppose
that employees at some point are divided into permanent
and contract, identified by the elements<permanent> and
<contract>, respectively. Each employee may end up in
either of the two new elements; we wish to retain the unique
constraint semantics.

One approach would use object-oriented methodology to
“specialize” the class “emp” into “permanent” and “contract”
subclasses. Then the constraint specification on “emp” would
be inherited by both subclasses. XML Schema does not
however support such modeling. While XML Schema supports
inheritance for type definitions (through extension and restric-
tion), type definitions do not have constraints (only element
definitions do). So in XML Schema, constraint inheritance is
not supported. To specify thatID is unique across permanent
and contract elements a new constraint should be defined
with a selector that selects both kinds of elements, e.g.,
<selector path="permanent | employee"/>.

With that background let us consider how this change
would be modeled inτXSchema. When the schema evolves
so that every (or only some) employee becomes a permanent
or contract employee, the designer would then also specify
key constraints within the two new elements to require that
permanent and contract employees have unique IDs. The
data in the document from that point forward would have to
correspond to this new schema.

The one remaining issue that concerns temporal constraints
is how to checknon-sequencedconstraints across schema
changes. Note that schemas vary only over transaction time.
Hence, non-sequenced constraint validation is easier in valid
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time, as schema changes cannot occur. And sequenced con-
straints over transaction time are effectively checked at each
point in transaction time.

We considered two alternatives for the applicability of a
non-sequenced constraint across schema changes:

1) The constraint is applicable only within the schema-
constant period in which it is defined.

2) The constraint once defined becomes applicable to the
entire document.

In the first approach, any violation of a constraint during
previous schema-constant-periods is ignored, while in the
second, the constraint may be violated even when first defined.

We decided on a modified version of the first alternative:
to apply a non-sequenced constraint only within the schema-
constant period in which it is defined, if there were a schema
change to any of the items involved in the constraint. The
non-sequenced constraints are “restarted” on any such schema
change. In effect the schema change deletes all the old con-
straints and then adds them back as new constraints. For ex-
ample, consider the first example in Section 6.3:there should
be no more than fifty active suppliers in any calendar year.
If the schema changed on July 1 concerning<supplier>,
this non-sequenced constraint would be checked twice, for the
first half of the year and for the second half.

8 EXPRESSIVE POWER

As mentioned in Section 2, there has been very little done in
the area of temporal constraints for XML. But for the work
that has been done, we can evaluate the expressiveness of our
approach to these other approaches.

Rizzolo and Vaisman’s temporal extension to XML [33]
specifies (in Definition 3 on page 1184) six conditions for a
valid temporal document in their model. While the first four of
these conditions are specific to their encoding (recall thatour
approach supports multiple encodings, including that proposed
by Rizzolo and Vaisman), the last two of their conditions are
relevant to temporal constraints.

The fifth condition states, “For any containment edge
ec(ni, nj , Tec

), if nj is an attribute of type REF, such that there
exists a reference edgeer(nj , nk, Ter

), thenTec
= Ter

holds.”
As discussed in Section 5.1, in our model a non-temporal ref-
erential integrity constraint is mapped in a temporal document
to one that applies in each slice. Here we differ with Rizzolo
and Vaisman, as what theyrequire in their model is what in
our design is anon-sequenced referential integrity constraint
(also discussed in Section 5.1). Our design is more uniform
in that we utilize a per-slice semantics forall non-temporal
constraints when applied to a temporal document, permitting
the user to specify additional non-sequenced variants of such
non-temporal constraints. As we argue there, a per-slice (that
is, sequenced) semantics is very natural to the user.

The last of their conditions states, “Leter(ni, nj , Ter
) be a

reference edge. Then,Ter
⊆ lifespan(nj) holds.” This states

that a reference edge applies in a subset of the slices in which
the destination node exists, which is a quite specific kind
of non-sequenced referential-integrity constraint. Again, we
prefer a per-slice semantics for referential integrity, aswith

all other explicit non-temporal integrity constraints, while al-
lowing the user to specify additionally non-sequenced variants.

Finally, we note that our approach provides all the benefits
listed in Section 3. We provide a more in-depth look in
previous work [34].

9 CHECKING TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS

τXSchema provides tools to construct and validate temporal
documents, including an extension of XMLLINT [3]. As
discussed in Section 3, to validate a temporal document,
τXMLL INT first converts a temporal schema into arepre-
sentational schema, which is a conventional XML Schema
document that describes how the temporal information is
represented in the temporal document. XMLLINT is then used
to validate the temporal document against the representational
schema. Finally, the temporal document is validated against the
temporal schema by the temporal constraint validator. Fig.2
depicts this process.

9.1 Where to Enforce Constraints?

Given the architecture in Fig. 2, there are two places where
temporal constraint functionality could be enforced.

1) Express the constraint within the representational
schema, and hence when the conventional validator vali-
dates the temporal document against the representational
schema it also validates the temporal constraint.

2) Enforce the temporal constraint directly within the tem-
poral constraint validator code.

The representational schema serves at least two important
functions. First it ensures that every slice of the temporaldoc-
ument is syntactically valid with respect to the corresponding
conventional schema. Second, the representational schemais
important in constructing, evaluating, and optimizing temporal
queries. Can the representational schema also help in the
validation of non-sequenced constraints?

At first glance, this seems attractive: we could use an exist-
ing conventional validator to validate our temporal documents
in a simple and straightforward manner. However, expressing
constraints in this way could result in a large and complex
representational schema, making the conventional validation
process inefficient. Further, some temporal constraints cannot
be expressed in the representational schema at all [34].

Consider, for example, the (sequenced)employeeIDKey
constraint in Listing 1: an<emp> element has anID attribute
and we require the attribute to be globally unique. As shown
in the example in Fig. 3, this constraint is initially valid at
time t1, but is violated by the change att3.

The temporal document shown in Fig. 4 encodes the change
history of the documents, but no representational schema can
be constructed to match the intention of the sequenced identity
constraint. If, for instance, the representational schemawere
to place an identity constraint globally on theID attribute, the
conventional validator would detect a conflict at theTandy
elements at timest1 and t8, but this is incorrect behavior
(Tandy should be allowed to have the sameID at different
times). However, not having an identity constraint at all
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Fig. 4. The three <company> slices squashed.

would also cause incorrect behavior, because the conventional
validator must be able to detect that theID of Tandy and Dana
are the same at timest3–t7.

The problem we are seeing is not in the individual value
of any attribute, but rather in a complex interaction between
values and times. Referential integrity constraints are similar:
the interaction between values and time cannot be modeled
in XML Schema, and thus it is easy to conceive scenarios
that are logically invalid but undetectable within XML Schema
and vice-versa. Considering cardinality constraints, versions of
elements can have arbitrary start and ending times, and there
is no way in XML Schema to determine how many versions
exist at any given slice of time. In contrast, datatype constraints
can be expressed in the representational schema since, by the
definition of sequenced constraints, the type must be constant
throughout all times and thus the complex interaction doesn’t
occur. The transformation from the conventional schemas to
the representational schema is trivial in all cases.

We conclude that XML Schema lacks the expressive power
to directly state some flavors of temporal constraints. Such
constraints must be enforced instead by procedural code within
the temporal constraint validator,τXMLL INT.

9.2 τXMLL INT Implementation

We have implementedτXMLL INT in Java and DOM. Our
tool supports the entire constraint language presented here,
including sequenced and non-sequenced constraints and allof
the constructs summarized in Tables 1–5. In this section, we
summarize our approach; the online Appendix provides the
detailed algorithms.

τXMLL INT first reads the temporal document, creating a
DOM tree. It then reads the temporal schema, including the
logical and physical annotations. All the DOM nodes that
are irrelevant to the constraints are removed. The removal is
performed only once and the consequent validation steps are

carried out based on a quite smaller DOM tree, significantly
improving the performance of constraint checking.

For sequenced constraints,τXMLL INT performs conven-
tional validation with the help of thevalidate() method
provided by theValidator class in the Java Platform.
Specifically,τXMLL INT invokes aslicing routine to extract
each slice from the temporal document. For each slice (which
is represented as a DOM object), thevalidate() method
is called to evaluate that slice against its conventional schema.
τXMLL INT indicates that the temporal document is valid only
if validate() returns true for every slice.

For non-sequenced constraints,τXMLL INT provides its
own validation algorithm for each of the type of constraint.
As described in Section 3, the logical annotations provide the
constraint definitions.τXMLL INT extracts all the defined con-
straints from the annotation file and checks them individually.

Although the validation of the constraint types vary, there
are several common steps. These include the evaluation win-
dow, slide size, and their interaction with applicability (see
Table 1). For identity constraints,τXMLL INT collects all the
unique values valid within the specified applicability window
into a list and then iterates through this list to look for offend-
ing duplicates. For cardinality constraints (e.g., Example 2 in
Section 6.3), the validation is more complicated.τXMLL INT

first collects for each target (designated by thetarget
XPath expression) the items (designated by thefield XPath
expression) within the stated applicability window, and then
groups these items by different group identifiers (designated by
thegroup XPath expression). Each such collection will have
a cardinality that must be checked. (If group is not specified,
the field XPath expression is sufficient.) Finally, for data
type constraints, the focus is instead on each individual data
type, to ensure that it respects the requirements imposed by
the constraint.

9.3 Empirical Evaluation

We now study the performance ofτXMLL INT, focusing
on how the validation time of a temporal document with
τXMLL INT compares with validation time of multiple slices,
each a conventional XML document, with XMLLINT. To do
so, we use a benchmark dataset defined inτBench, which
is a benchmark for temporal data [35].τBench is based
on XBench, which is a family of non-temporal benchmarks
with XML documents, XML Schemas, and associated XQuery
queries [36]. One of the benchmarks in XBench, called the
document-centric/single documentbenchmark, defines a book
store catalog with a series of books (<item>s), their authors
and publishers, and related books.τBench runs a temporal
simulation that randomly changes<item> elements at each
point in time, based on user-supplied parameters, such as how
many elements to change and how often to change them.

We used Dataset 4 fromτBench, which consists of a tem-
poral document and the slices at each point in time. We varied
the number of slices from 50 to 800, to examine the scaling
characteristics of the tools. Since the temporal simulation in
τBench adds and deletes elements with equal frequency, the
size of each slice remains roughly constant over time, at
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Fig. 5. Total execution time of sequenced constraints.

6.5MB, for a total size of 325MB (50 slices) to 5.2GB (800
slices). The temporal document ranged in size from 13MB
(50 slices) to 31MB (800 slices). This document exhibited
primarily linear growth (though at a rate much less than the
conventional slices), with a small quadratic component arising
from timestamps at different levels. The compression ratio
increases from 25 for 50 slices to 167 for 800 slices.

We conducted two studies: a performance comparison be-
tween τXMLL INT and XMLLINT in validating sequenced
constraints, and a performance evaluation of validating non-
sequenced constraints withτXMLL INT. The second study
was to examine the behavior of non-sequenced checks
(τXMLL INT being the first such validator to implement
constraints). We performed both studies on a machine running
Ubuntu 9.10 with a 2.8GHz 16-core CPU and 64GB of
memory. We evaluated each type of constraint; the online
Appendix gives the actual constraint definitions used.

In the study of the sequenced constraints, we measured
the total executiontime of the tools, which is the wall-clock
time taken from process invocation to process termination,
including I/O and constraint validation. Since XMLLINT can
only operate on a single slice at a time, we iteratively applied
XMLL INT on every slice and report the aggregated total
execution time. We appliedτXMLL INT just to the temporal
documents and report the total execution time.

Fig. 5 shows that for all four types of sequenced constraints,
τXMLL INT is more efficient (has a lower total execution
time) than XMLLINT. Moreover, as the number of slices
increases, the performance benefits of applyingτXMLL INT

becomes even more significant. This is primarily due to the
fact that the space requirement for storing all the slices grows
faster than storing the single temporal document, thus the I/O
overhead is inherently higher for XMLLINT to operate. The
CPU overhead is also reduced becauseτXMLL INT removes
irrelevant DOM nodes prior to slicing.

To study the performance of checking non-sequenced con-
straints, we appliedτXMLL INT to the temporal documents
and report both the total execution time and theconstraint
validation time, which is only the time required to validate
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the given constraint (i.e., I/O is omitted). For such constraints,
Fig. 6(a) suggests that the running time is dominated by I/O
for non-sequenced constraints as well. Fig. 6(b) emphasizes
that cardinality constraints require greater CPU time. This is
due to the fact that for the other non-sequenced constraints,
the evaluation window was set at all time, whereas for the
cardinality constraint it was set at one year. This implies that
the number of evaluation windows increased from 1 (for 50
slices) to 16 (for 800 slices), effecting a quadratic growthin
terms of number of slices.

10 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown here how to smoothly include both conven-
tional XML integrity constraints as well as new temporal con-
straints to XML documents whose content varies across time
and even whose schema varies across time. This is done by
replacing the schema with a (possibly time-varying) temporal
schema and replacing the document with a temporal document,
both of which are upward compatible with conventional XML
and with conventional tools such as XMLLINT. Our approach
accommodates all three kinds of temporal constraints, that
is, current, sequenced, and non-sequenced, and reinterprets
existing non-temporal constraints as sequenced in the presence
of time-varying data. We have developed an implementation
that utilizes a separate temporal validator component to eval-
uate most of the temporal constraints, those that cannot be
expressed in the representational schema; this implementation
is more efficient than evaluating the sequenced constraints
independently for each slice with XMLLINT.

One area of future work concerns optimization and effi-
ciency. It would be useful to consider the impact of timestamp
placement (physical annotation) and impact of parameters
(logical annotation) such as evaluation window size on effi-
ciency (document size, I/O time, and CPU time for valida-
tion). New representations can be evaluated to improve the
space-efficiency of temporal documents and the time taken
to validate constraints. In particular, it is well known that
DOM-based implementations suffer from a memory bottleneck
for huge documents. We would like to explore SAX-based
temporal constraint validation techniques to avoid loading a
complete document history into memory. Any DOM applica-
tion can be converted to a SAX implementation by having
the latter cache any information that is needed that is not
directly within the node currently being handled. So for
example a SAX implementation of our temporal constraint
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checker,τXMLL INT, could cache the list of nodes computed
(incrementally) by theEval() function defined in Section 6.1.

We would also like to consider specific extensions to
the temporal constraint annotations described in this paper.
A more powerful version of the<nonSeqUnique> (or
<nonSeqKey>) constraint would permit the user to specify
exactly how many times any key (or unique) value other than
null can appear across time. The default is 1, in which case
it is identical to a non-sequenced unique or key constraint.
We term this constraint as avalue cardinality constraint,
but leave it for future work as it has no XML Schema
equivalent. Similarly, we leave for later consideration transi-
tion constraints on non-adjacent states [37], other varieties of
cardinality constraints [25] with no XML Schema equivalent,
and incorporating temporal indeterminacy [38] into constraint
representation and evaluation.

In this paper we consider only the case where at most one
<item> annotates each element type definition. It would be
interesting to relax this restriction to permit several<item>s
for an element type definition. Recall that an item represents
the gluing of elements across slices; it is a logical rather than
a physical construct, and logically, elements could be glued in
more than one way. The relaxation would potentially allow us
to combine “within” and “between” constraints into a single
kind of contraint.

Finally, many optimizations could be applied to the valida-
tor. For example, checking constraints of the same type, such
asnonSeqUnique can be scheduled together. Also, checking
constraints with higher violation probability can be scheduled
earlier. The order of the violation likelihood of the constraints
can be inferred by the temporal document. For instance, the
transitionConstraint is more likely to be violated if
the temporal document contains many state change records.
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APPENDIX
I ALGORITHMS

In this appendix we provide the major algorithms for checking
sequenced and non-sequenced constraints. This material elab-
orates on the summary of theτXMLL INT implementation
provided in the paper.

CheckSequencedConstraints(constraints,
temporal document):

foreach constraint in constraints do
temporal document←

FilterT emporalDocument(
constraint, temporal document)

foreach t in ExtractT imePoints(
temporal document) do

slice← ExtractSlice(t, temporal document)
if qV alidate(slice) then

return false

end if
end

end
return true

Algorithm 1 : Checking Sequenced Constraints

Algorithm 1 first shrinks the inputtemporal document by
removing irrelevant nodes in theFilterT emporalDocument

routine, resulting in a small fraction of the original docu-
ment. The relevant nodes are determined by the constraints,
particularly the values of theselector and field ele-
ments. The nodes in the document that are not referenced
by these elements will not be kept in the filtered document.
It then iterates through the time points, which are the times
when changes occur in the document, computed by routine
ExtractT imePoints.

ExtractSlice(at time, node):
if IsV ersionNode(node) then
foreach child in node.getChildNodes() do

if child.begin time ≤ at time ∧
at time < child.end time then
return ExtractSlice(at time, child)

end
end
return nil

else
slice← node

foreach child in node.getChildNodes() do
extract← ExtractSlice(at time, child)
if extract 6= nill then

slice.addChild(extract)
end if

end
return slice

end

Algorithm 2 : Slicing

A recursive routineExtractSlice, presented as Algo-
rithm 2, is then invoked to extract the corresponding slice.The

versions within a version node are assumed to be contiguous;
hence, only one child will ever be extracted. Ifnil is returned
from the root, then there is a problem with the timestamps
andτXMLL INT will return false.

After the slices are extracted, the routineV alidate is
invoked to verify the sequenced constraints. In our current
implementation, we utilize the DOM based validation facility
provided by Java.

The number oftime periods (slices) and the size of each
slice dominate the overall complexity of checking sequenced
constraints. Since theExtractSlice routine traverses the
entire document tree, its complexity in the worst case (when
at time is greater than all thebegin times) is O(n), wheren

is the number of nodes in the document. Assuming the number
of time points in the temporal document ism, the complexity
of Algorithm 1 is O(n ·m).

CheckNonSequencedConstraints(constraints,
temporal document):

foreach constraint in constraints do
evaluation windows← GetEvaluationWindows(

constraint.evaluation window size,
constraint.slide size, temporal document)

foreach eval window in evaluation windows do
results← ExtractNodes(

eval window,
constraint.identifier,
constraint.xpath,
temporal document)

if qV alidateSpecificConstraint(
constraint, results) then

return false
end

end
end
return true

Algorithm 3 : Checking Non-Sequenced Constraints

ExtractNodes(evaluation window, identifier,
xpath query, temporal document):

result← new map

candidate nodes← XPath.Evaluate(
identifier, xpath query, temporal document)

candidate nodes← FilterNodesbyEvalWindow(
evaluation window, candidate nodes)

foreach can node in candidate nodes do
result.add(can node.identifier, can node.value)

end
return result

Algorithm 4 : Extracting Related Nodes for Non-Sequenced
Constraints

Algorithm 3 validates all the non-sequenced constraints.
For each constraint, its evaluation windows are first computed
based on (i) the period of the temporal document, (ii) the
evaluation window size (the length of each period in the
temporal document during which this constraint applies), and
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(iii) the slide size (the distance between the begin times of
successive evaluation windows).

ExtractNodes extracts only the nodes from the tem-
poral documents that are relevant to a constraint, within
each evaluation window. We discuss this routine shortly.
V alidateSpecificConstraint is then utilized to examine
whether the extracted nodes violate the constraint. This rou-
tine, which checks all four types of non-sequenced constraints,
is straightforward. For a cardinality constraint, the routine
groups each distinct key and accumulates the count of occur-
rences of each key. Similarly, for a unique constraint, distinct
keys are grouped. But in this case, if a key’s count is more than
one, this constraint is considered to be violated. In checking
a referential constraint, the routine evaluates the XPath ex-
pression of the conventional constraint that is referencedby
the temporal constraint. The existence of the values of the
nodes that are being checked is examined against the values
returned from evaluating the conventional constraint. Finally,
in verifying a datatype constraint, each pair of consecutive
values specified by the constraint are examined to determine
whether the value transition rules are violated.

To provide the routineV alidateSpecificConstraint with
the proper input, routineExtractNodes (Algorithm 4) evalu-
ates XPath expressions specified by the constraints and filters
the document to produce theitems, each identified by an
identifier, to be validated by the non-sequenced constraints. As
mentioned above, this algorithm performs XPath evaluation
and document content filtering, returning a mapping from
identifiers to the values associated with each identifier. By
evaluating the XPath expressions from the constraints, a set
of candidate nodes is extracted from the temporal document.
These nodes are then processed to retain only the nodes in
the current evaluation window. For eachcandidatenode, the
distinct identifiersare grouped and stored in theresultvariable.

The complexity of Algorithm 4 is determined by the number
of candidate nodesn in the document as well as the number
of time pointsm. The overall complexity is thus O(n · m).
The complexity of Algorithm 3 is determined primarily by
the number of evaluation windowsl as well as the complexity
of Algorithm 4, and is thus O(l · n ·m).

This worst case behavior is consistent with the experi-
mental results given in Section 9.3. Concerning Figure 5,
for sequenced constraints, the number of nodes (n) and the
number of evaluation windows (l) are both fixed, with the
number of slices (m) varied on the x-axis, implying the
observed linear growth in total execution time. Concerning
Figure 6, for non-sequenced constraints, the number of nodes
and number of evaluation windows are still fixed, except
for cardinality constraints, which has a smaller window size,
resulting in an increasing number of evaluation windows as
the number of slices increases. Thus referential integrityand
identity constraints exhibit linear behavior, while cardinality
constraints exhibit quadratic behavior.

The implementation of theτXMLL INT tool can be down-
loaded (from http://cgi.cs.arizona.edu/apps/tauXSchema/).

APPENDIX
II CONSTRAINTS USED IN EVALUATION

During our evaluation, we used the following three non-
sequenced constraints. To produce fair execution time results,
when we evaluated one of the constraints, we deactivated the
other two in the annotations document.
<!-- Non-sequenced Identify Constraint: -->
<!-- Item IDs are unique for books and may
<!-- not ever be re-used. -->
<item target="item">

<nonSeqKey name="bookIDKey" dimension="validTime"
evaluationWindow="36500">

<selector xpath="." />
<field xpath="@id" />

</nonSeqKey>
</item>

<!-- Non-sequenced Referential Integrity: -->
<!-- A related item should refer to a valid
<!-- item (possibly not currently an item in print). -->
<item target="item">

<nonSeqKeyref name="relatedItemRI" refer="itemID">
<selector xpath="." />
<field xpath="related_items//related_item//item_id" />

</nonSeqKeyref>
<itemIdentifier name="item_id"

timeDimension="transactionTime">
<field path="@id"/>

</itemIdentifier>
</item>

<!-- Non-sequenced Cardinality: -->
<!-- In any calendar year, an item may have up
<!-- to 6 authors. -->
<item target="item">

<nonSeqCardinality name="bookAuthorsNSeq" maxOccurs="6"
dimension="validTime" evaluationWindow="365"
slideSize="365">

<selector xpath="." />
<field xpath="authors//author/@author_id" />

</nonSeqCardinality>
<itemIdentifier name="item_id"

timeDimension="transactionTime">
<field path="@id"/>

</itemIdentifier>
</item>

Additionally, we used the following four sequenced con-
straints. Again, to produce fair execution time results, when
evaluating one of the constraints, we deactivated the other
three in the schema.
<!-- Sequenced Cardinality: -->
<!-- An item must have between 1 and 4 authors. -->
<xs:element ref="author" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="4"/>

<!-- Sequenced Identify Constraint: -->
<!-- Item ISBNs are unique. -->
<xs:unique name="ISBNUnique">

<xs:selector xpath=".//item/attributes"/>
<xs:field xpath="ISBN"/>

</xs:unique>

<!-- Sequenced Referential Integrity: -->
<!-- A related item should refer to a valid item -->
<xs:key name="itemID">

<xs:selector xpath=".//item"/>
<xs:field xpath="@id"/>

</xs:key>
<xs:keyref name="itemIDRef" refer="itemID">

<xs:selector xpath=".//item/related_items/related_item"/>
<xs:field xpath="item_id"/>

</xs:keyref>

<!-- Sequenced Datatype: -->
<!-- The number_of_pages must be of type short. -->
<xs:element name="number_of_pages" type="xs:short"/>


